
Model 6
• Start EPQ in June of Year 12
• Submit EPQ in May Year 13
• Advantage: No competition with AS 
exams
• Disadvantage: Possible staff 
changes more likely
• Disadvantage: Competition with A2 
exams
(but this can be overcome by using 
an internal centre deadline



Extended Project:

Make a start
Choosing a topic & asking questions



Choosing your topic
Identify a theme that…

…really interests you

…you are curious about

…you know something 
about, but not everything

…you can realistically 
research

…relates to your plans for 
the future – university 
study, career ideas etc. 



Activity 1
In pairs tear up a piece of paper into 
5 pieces

Write one of the following on each 
piece

• Hobbies
• Career
• Further Study
• Subjects I really like
• Something that makes me curious

Screw up the pieces of paper and 
take it turns to pick one out and chat 
through your thoughts on each topic 
with your partner

Note down your ideas on post-it notes 
– one ideas per notes



Activity 2

Making Connections

Look through your answers to 
Activity 1

Lay out your post its in front of you 
on a large piece of paper

Look for possible links, overlaps or 
commonalities between your ideas

Move the post its around if you need 
to, then use arrows, line and notes to 
jot down your thoughts about 
possible connections

You should end up with a web of 
ideas and connections



Activity 3

Timescales

Goals

Content

Range

Depth

Look at your web of post-it 
notes

Consider the factors to the 
right to refine your research 

topic

Annotate your web with 
doodles, cross things out, add 
more ideas – the aim is to get 

a realistic sense of what your 
research topic could be



Developing a research 
question

You need a focused research question because:

• It will guide and focus both your research and the finished 
project

• It will help you actually address an issue rather than talking 
around a topic

• It will require you to provide an answer or a solution, which 
must be justified with reasoned and academic arguments.

• It will give integrity to your work and make it easier for you 
to produce something original and interesting 



Activity 4

Exploring Question Words

Before deciding on your research 
question you need to consider the 
different types of question you can 
ask

Take your bundle of question words

• Identify which words would be 
most or least helpful in forming 
your question.

• As you go along, consider why 
some will be more or less 
appropriate



Activity 5

Forming your Research Question

Look back at your topic web

Consider some of the questions words 
that you have identified

Bring the two aspects together and 
formulate at least 3 different questions 
you could use to title your project

Share your questions with your partner 
and consider which you think are

• Most appropriate
• Most appealing 



Focus your question

How does depression effect women?

Major, manic, 
psychotic, 
postnatal, Seasonal 
affective disorder

specify age group, 
specify country, or 
ethnicity. Do you 
want to 
compare/contrast?

Mood, work, 
concentration, 
employment etc.

Surveys, 
experiments, focus 
groups, data



Focus your question

• How postnatal depression effects mood in 
adolescent British/Indian women (aged 16-19)

• How manic depression impacts women aged 
40-60 in maintaining employment in Britain



Activity 6

Exploding Your Terms!

In pairs have a go at exploding the 
terms of at least one question 
each from Activity 6

Remember to bear in mind things 
like: 

Timescales

Content

Range



Using Your Question 
During Your Research

• Always keep your question in mind when you are 
reading, taking notes, producing the final project.

• Keep referring back to your question – don’t be afraid 
for it to change and evolve as you continue your 
research.

• Try breaking your main question into smaller ‘sub’ 
questions that you need to answer in order to answer 
the main question. 

• Use these sub questions to guide your research and 
to form sub-headings within the body of your 
writing/final project. 



Reflection

• If you need to revise your question along 

the way, this doesn’t mean you ‘got it 

wrong’ to begin with

• Modifying you questions later may show 

that you’re taking on board what you are 

learning from your research – this is a 

good thing!

• Don’t forget; keep all you notes from 

today’s session for your EP logs


